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Carbon nanohorns
for hydrogen storage

A

multinational team
of researchers has
developed a method for
storing hydrogen gas based
on single-walled carbon
nanotubes with an irregular,
horn-like shape.
Hydrogen has great
potential as a carbon
neutral and renewable
energy source. Or at
least it will have once the
difficulties of storing the
gas in a safe and costeffective manner have
been overcome.
Methods of storing
hydrogen include uptake
by metals and physical
adsorption in porous
materials. The latter
is cheaper than using

expensive metals, and 100%
of the gas can be recovered
for use. Another advantage
is that the uptake-release
process is recyclable.
Carbon nanotubes are
promising candidates
for adsorbent materials
in hydrogen storage, but
the weak interaction
between molecular
hydrogen and carbon
means that the temperature
must be kept below 200°C.
This creates obvious
practical difficulties.
The researchers – based
at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (UK), University
of the Basque Country (Spain),
MER Corporation (US) and
CNRS (France) – propose
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instead to increase the
binding energy by
using ‘nanohorns’, the
geometry of which is
thought to lead to strong
hydrogen-substrate
interactions. Nanohorns
have an average length of
2–3 nm, and adopt a horn
shape 80–100 nm across
at the bell end.
Neutron spectroscopy
provides much detail
on the mobility, energetics
and geometry of the
hydrogen-nanohorn complex.
In their study,
the researchers showed
that at room temperature,
most of the hydrogen
remains firmly attached
to the nanostructures.
Nanohorns are currently
produced in small amounts
by NEC in Japan, using
laser ablation, and in the
US by MER with an arc
process. Both processes
could be easily scaled up,
says CNRS scientist MarieLouise Saboungi.
Saboungi and her
colleagues intend now
to look at the effects of
temperature on hydrogen
storage, the reversibility
of the process, and
differences in the
behaviour of singleand double-walled
nanohorns. ‘We would
like to understand the
basic differences of the
interactions between
carbon and hydrogen in
different nanostructures
of carbon.’

Hot developments
in infrared
photodetector
technology

R

esearchers at Northwestern
University, US, have
made a significant advance in
the development of infrared
photodetectors that could lead
to new imaging techniques for
use in medicine, environmental
monitoring, night vision and
remote sensing from space.
Infrared detectors are
highly sensitive to heat, and
in order to minimise noise in
the signal, detector hardware
is typically cooled to 77
Kelvin, or around –200°C. The
cryogenics required for achieving
such low temperatures add
significant costs, bulk and power
consumption to the detectors,
severely limiting their usability.
Quantum dots – also known
as nanocrystals or ‘artificial
atoms’ – display a number
of interesting electronic and
optical properties. With their
small size the particles possess
a physical property known as
three-dimensional confinement,
and this means they can operate
at relatively high temperatures
when used in infrared detectors.
The Northwestern researchers
have developed quantum
dot infrared photodetectors
(QDIPs) based on a hybrid
indium arsenide quantum dot
and indium gallium arsenide
quantum well structure grown
on an indium phosphide
substrate. The QDIPs can
operate at room temperature,
and have a maximum quantum
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Focal plane array images taken at 130 and 200 Kelvin
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efficiency of 48%. An infrared
camera incorporating the QDIPs
was used to demonstrate thermal
imaging at temperatures of up to
200 Kelvin.
‘Our efficiency value is
unprecedented for a quantum
dot-based device, and shows
the potential for quantum dots
to overcome the low efficiency
limitations of quantum well
photodetectors,’ says research
leader Manijeh Razeghi.
In the short term, Razeghi
and her colleagues hope to
improve the performance
of their photodetectors
by reducing the operating
bias. The longer term goal
of the research is high
performance and high
operating temperatures through
optimisation of the growth of
the quantum dots.
Application development
is currently focused on
imaging arrays, and while the
researchers are not looking
at commercialising the
technology themselves, they
are open to doing so through
industry collaborations.
Click here for more information

Long distance
record for sending
quantum keys

W

ith the aid of
nanotechnologybased detectors developed
in Russia, Japanese and
American researchers have
sent photons serving as
quantum encryption keys
over a record-setting 200km
optical link. The achievement
opens up the possibility of
making practical and secure
terrestrial communications
networks, together with longrange wireless systems using
communication satellites.
Quantum Key Distribution
systems transmit a stream of
photons with their electric
fields arranged in different
orientations to represent digital
1s and 0s. Quantum encryption
is essentially unbreakable
– provided the systems are
completely bug-free – because
eavesdropping changes the state
of the photons, alerting sender
and receiver to the presence of
an intruder on the line.
The record-breaking
demonstration was carried out
in a Stanford University lab
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with the optical fibre wound
on a spool. Central to the
experiment is the use of ultrafast superconducting singlephoton detectors developed at
the Moscow State Pedagogical
University, with packaging and
cooling technology custommade at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology
(NIST) in Boulder, Colorado. The
results are detailed in the journal
Nature Photonics.
Each detector consists of
a single 100-nm long, 4-nm
thick niobium nitride nanowire
coupled to a 9-μm core singlemode fibre, and is housed in
a closed-cycle, cryogen-free
refrigerator with an operating
temperature of 3 Kelvin
(–270°C). According to NIST
scientist Sae Woo Nam, the
principal advantage of the
Russian detector is single photon
detection with very low jitter and
usable sensitivity at near-infrared
and visible wavelengths.
‘We collaborated with BBN
Technologies in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to develop
packaging of the entire system
so that it could be installed in
a telecommunications closet,’
says Nam. ‘The biggest problem
is building a classical control
system that can handle the high
clock rate at which the single
photons are being generated
and detected. There is a large
classical communications overhead
that must be implemented to
generated secure key material from
single photon detection.’
Click here for more about
the research

‘

Japanese and
American
researchers have
sent photons
serving as quantum
encryption keys
over a recordsetting 200km
optical link

’
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